
 SSRC-JSPS Fellowship Program for ABDs and Recent PhDs 
<Application should be typed or printed, and double-sided. Handwritten applications will not be accepted> 

Name in Full:                   
 family/last first middle 

Are you a U.S. Citizen? Permanent Resident?  Other Citizenship:        

 Note: Japanese nationals are ineligible for a JSPS Fellowship, regardless of current citizenship/residency status. 

Date of Birth:       Married?   Yes      No 
If you are married and will be accompanied by family members, 
indicate their name (s), date(s) of birth, and nationality(ies). 

 MM/DD/YYYY   

Full name of Spouse:                   
 full name mm/dd/yyyy nationality 

Children’s Names:                   
 full name mm/dd/yyyy nationality 

                   
 full name mm/dd/yyyy nationality 

Current Appointment and/or Status 

                  

Title/Status  
(Assistant Professor, Post-doctoral Fellow, ABD, etc.) 

Division/Department Institution 

   
Academic Degree   

Discipline:       Date Obtained/Expected:       
Institution:        month/year 

    
Office Address: Home Address: 

address1:       address1:       
address 2:       address 2:       
address 3:       address 3:       

city:       city:       
state/region:       state/region:       

postal/zip code:       postal/zip code:       
country:       country:       

tel:       fax:       tel:       fax:       
preferred email:       alternative email:       

Preferred Mailing Address:  Office      Home 
 
Title of proposed research in Japan (100 character max. including symbols and spaces): 
      

Proposed Tenure(s):   
Applicants eligible for both the short- and long-term fellowships are strongly encouraged to submit proposed dates for both short and long terms. 

JSPS Short-Term Fellowship: FROM:       TO:       TOTAL:    Months 
  mm/dd/yyyy  mm/dd/yyyy   

JSPS Long-Term Fellowship: FROM:       TO:       TOTAL:    Months 
  mm/dd/yyyy  mm/dd/yyyy   

Proposed flight route to/from Japan (indicate using city names, such as London-Tokyo-London): 
      
    



  SSRC-JSPS Fellowship Program for ABDs and Recent PhDs 

Proposed Japanese Affiliation/Host Researcher: 

Name:       Position/Title:       

Department:       Institution:       

    

University Education 
Period (From – To): University/Location: Degree and Major/Field: 

                  
                  
                  
                  
   

Previous Employment 
Institution: Location: Position: From – To: 

                        
                        
                        
                        
    
Academic Awards: 
Year: Title: Organization: 

                  
                  
                  
                  
   

Language Ability (evaluate using Excellent, Good, or Fair): 
 Writing Reading Speaking 
Japanese: 
English:  
Other:        
    

Past professional visit(s) to Japan (list most recent first): 
Place: Period: Purpose: 
                  
                  
                  
 

Are you currently applying for any other fellowship or research support for a visit to Japan? If so, describe: 

      

  



  SSRC-JSPS Fellowship Program for ABDs and Recent PhDs 
Summarize: 1) Present research, 2) proposed research, 3) proposed plan, and 4) expected outcome of the proposed research. 
 
There is a 3500-character limit on this page, but no line limit. Please check to be sure that all the text you have entered is visible on the 
page and that selections you have pasted appear in their entirety. You may add up to two (2) additional pages (12 size font, double-spaced 
on one double-sided sheet) to the application. Please indicate your name and "Short-/Long-term JSPS Fellowship Program" on the top of 
each additional sheet. 

      

  



  SSRC-JSPS Fellowship Program for ABDs and Recent PhDs 

Research plan in Japan (continued), 3600-character limit: 
      

 
I certify the above information to be accurate and correct. 

Date:  ________________________ Applicant’s Signature: _____________________________________ 
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